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INTRODUCTION

Adolescence is the time in which you start to find yourself, understand yourself, and
most important of all, accept yourself and be accepted by your friends; that are the most
important ones in your life at that moment. During the present dynamic age, there is probably
no other sphere of human activity being important to such an extent, in which our values and
life-styles are reflected more than they are in the clothes that we choose to wear. The dress
of an individual is a kind of “Sign Language” that communicates a complete set of information
and is usually the basis on which immediate impressions are formed. Clothing is also a form
of artistic expression that reflects the cognitive, moral and social aspects of human life.

Fashion is important to many adolesence and is often influenced by the media. For
other adolesences, fashion allows them to walk to the beat of their own drum and they just
aren’t influenced by other trends. Regardless, fashion plays a big role in the lives of teens
whether or not they personally care about clothing choices. This article will explore the
following elements of–

– Self-expression through fashion
– Influences of fashion on adolescence

Adolescence self-expression through fashion :
As adolescene discover who they are, they appreciate the opportunity to try and show

others their personal tastes. Fashion is one way that teens can express themselves in a
constructive way. Unfortunately, self-expression can also lead to judgment and bullying
from their peers as well.

Fashion personality :
To show who you are as a adolesence, develop your own sense of style. You can

follow the trends if that’s your preference, or you can come up with your own style. Whatever
you choose to wear should be appropriate to your work or wherever else you’re going, but
it should also be a reflection of you.
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Fashion judgment :
Adolescences will judge fashion. If it’s not your clothes, they will find something else.

You know that your peers can be cruel for no good reason at all. So don’t allow comments
from others to dictate what you wear. It’s really not about the clothes, it’s about adolescence.

Adolescence fashion influences :
Adolescences can get their ideas of fashion from a number of different sources. The

influences can be good or bad, but in many cases, come from the media. Teens need to make
fashion choices according to their style, but beware of the negative influences.

Fashion exposure through media :
Adolescences are exposed to new fashions through the media. Magazines, newspapers,

TV and even the media have an influence upon them by exposing the most recent fashion
trends. Adolescences may choose to follow these trends, or may use them as guidelines for
what they don’t want to wear if they’re trying to go against the grain! Learning current
fashions is a great hobby for adolescences!

Negative fashion exposure :
The media can also influence adolescences to make fashion choices that just aren’t as

beneficial. Often fashions that appear on the runways are over-the-top and inappropriate for
adolescence wear. If adolescences see these fashion trends, then they may be tempted to
try them. Remember, to use your judgment. Fashion risks are not a bad thing, but you do
need the fashion chosen to be appropriate for where you’re wearing it as well as for your
age. Here’s where parents come in, by helping their teens shop for clothes.

The factors that promoted changes were particularly ascendant in our society and
were responsible for the increased tempo of fashion absolescence in the contemporary
world. Social norms are social habits, consisting of folkways, customs, mores and laws,
which govern clothing behavior of any group of people to some extent.

Widespread education also accelerates fashion change. It opens the door to new areas
of experience and it increases the interest in and desire for a more fashionable appearance.
Education helps to dissipate fear of new and the unknown fashion , people become more
aware of the choices and possibilities that are open to them and more confident of their
judgments in making clothing decisions.

Increased contacts, ease of communication with various cultures and mass media
antithetically speeds up the rate of change. The language of another country may be difficult
to learn, but the outward symbols of clothing are easily transmitted from one culture to
another. In modern era media including T.V., movies, satellite, news papers and magazine, is
a very powerful tool of communicating dress fashion and clothing styles. Clothing patterns
may be regulated within the peer group by some unwritten rules. Certain styles and color of
clothes may be approved or disapproved by the group. Members of the group are expected
to follow the group and even pressured to dress in the same way, this is called the peer
pressure. Clothing that does not conform to the group’s tandard and expectation may be
criticized. Sometimes the pressure is gentle and serves just as a source of inspiration for
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others. But it can be strong and cruel forcing people to either conform or be excluded from
the group.

The tremendous acceleration of fashion change that occurs in contemporary society
has been the subject of much social criticism. The adversaries of planned absolescence treat
it as a kind of social disease for which we have not yet discovered an affective cure. In
order to weigh the value of such commentaries, we must determine the forces that increase
the tempo of change in clothing patterns of the adolescent.

By concluding the above discussion we have come to know that friends, family’s socio-
economic status, changing trends and education were the most important responsible factors.
It was also revealed that the adolescent girls were more impressed by the T.V., fashion
shows and magazines while brining change in their clothing patterns.
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